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Melvyn Bragg : Hello,Einstein left us with his theory of General Relativity,which explained how gravity works on the scale of stars,galaxies and the universe itself,and Schrödinger left us with the equation that explained the mechanics of the tiny quantum realm.Both theories worked to wonderful effect in their own worlds,but and this is the sticking point,gravity is strangely absent from the quantum realm and planets behave nothing like particles.The enigma for scientists throughout most of the last century is that,as they are currently formulated General Relativity and Quantum Mechanics cannot both be right.The history of 20th century physics has been a struggle to find a way to unite them,to find what has become the holy grail of modern physics the Grand Unified Theory.
 With me to discuss the dilemma of modern physics,and the quest for its solution is Brian Green,Professor of Mathematics and Physics at Columbia University,and author of "The Elegant Universe:Superstrings,Hidden Dimensions and the Quest for the Ultimate Theory".I'm also joined by the Astronomer Royal,Professor Sir Martin Reece,whose work "Just Six Numbers" also tackles this problem.
 Brian Green can you explain ...can we begin by explaining why Einstein's theory of General Relativity can't be incorporated into the current understanding of Quantum Mechanics?

Brian Green :  Sure.The basic idea in Einstein's theory of gravity and general relativity,strangely enough is that the fabric of  space itself is connected with the force of gravity.It's kind of a hard idea to imagine [Ref: Front8.wri],but it's as though the fabric of space bends and warps,and in that way communicates gravity,the only thing we need to know though,is that the curves in space from his theory are viewed as gentle,gentle curving geometry,but at the other end of the spectrum,in the quantum realm,we learn that microscopically the universe is a jittery,frenzied turbulent arena,very different from the gentleness of Einstein's theory,and it's that jitteriness of Quantum Theory versus the gentleness of General Relativity,which makes it so hard to unite them together.

Melvyn Bragg : In your first sentence you said,"the fabric of the universe",could you tell people what you mean by "the fabric of the universe",I don't know.

Brian Green :  Sure it's one of the more elusive ideas of modern physics,but it's a very powerful one.It's as if we all immersed within an environment,the fabric of space,it's the stuff around us,you can't really grab it or hold onto it,but you can feel it [The fact that it's curved is what makes a ball follow a parabola when thrown,but no one can actually see the thing that the ball is travelling in -LB],because right now,each of us is being pulled by gravity,we feel that,each one of us,and according to Einstein it's warps in the fabric of space which cause us to feel gravity.So you,me,everybody else right now,we are sliding down an indentation in the fabric of space cause by the presence of the Earth,we are all moving in a sense under that force right now.

Melvyn Bragg :  And why is that so distinctive from Quantum Mechanics? Why is that relationship so far away from the way in which you understand the world at the tiniest level? One would presume that from the tiniest comes the greatest,from the small comes the big,from the detailed comes the general,and so on.But what you're saying,I mean my goodness am I being banal...? Nevermind...here we go,what you're saying is right there's this huge theory  which gently warps the fabric of the universe [Not so gently where black holes or neutron stars are concerned,where in the latter case maybe a deep pit and the former case possibly a complete tear -LB],and then....but it is built on the particles,the quarks (see http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/ quark.html),at the bottom,which...a theory which has got nothing to do with the huge theory and so ordinary Joe's would say,"Why don't the building blocks lead to the building?" [It is this 3rd or New physics which is required to tie the small to the large,which may also be behind the "collapse of the wave function" or the capacity of the human mind to turn possibility into actuality.A possible candidate for this is explored in New Scientists "Random Reality"this week  -LB]

Brian Green :  Well that's exactly what's been motivating us for 50 years,we hold that same intuition that the big stuff should be built up from the small stuff,and therefore the two theories that have been developed of the small stuff-Quantum Theory and the big stuff-General Relativity,should fit together.
[It is possible though however counter-intuitively that the small realm works in a fundamentally different way from the large.Penrose notes that the angular momenta of all the components of a ball in flight,does not add up to the angular momenta of the ball.For myself I wonder with what the measurement is being taken with respect to.The ball is referenced from Earth.It's components are independent of that reference,so maybe there should be a discrepancy,or maybe I'm being banal! -LB]
They should smoothly move from one to the other,but as they are currently formulated they don't do that.That's been the driving force.Now why don't they fit together? Well we think it's because,when you formulate Quantum Theory,it's a very different language,it's a very different philosophical orientation,to how the universe is put together,and that has been part of what we'd need to overcome in stitching these two theories together.

Melvyn Bragg :  But when we talk about "missing physics",we mean we've got the little,we've got the big,we need something in between to link them together...

Brian Green :   We need a bridge,between them.

Melvyn Bragg :   Yes.Martin Reece,how do you see that?

Martin Reece : Well we do need the bridge,but we've got on fairly well in most of science without the bridge,and the reason for that is that normally we don't have to worry about Quantum Theory,that's the micro physics and gravity a the same time.In the case of ordinary atoms and molecules,we have to worry about all the counter intuitive effects that we've learnt about since the 1920s,called Quantum Theory,but on the scale of single atoms,gravity's quite unimportant.On the other hand when we get to the astronomical realm,the Earth planets,stars etc gravity is the dominant force,it's what's holding us down on the Earth,but in large objects like planets gravity is dominant and the counter intuitive features of the micro world,the fact that on the very small scale we can't localise things,we have this intrinsic uncertainty,those effects are not as important on something as big as a planet,and therefore it's only in extreme situations that we actually need to confront this unification and those extreme situations come first of all right at the beginning of the universe,when we believe everything in the universe was squeezed to the size of an atom as it were,so we clearly have to worry then about gravity,
and so we won't understand the real beginning of the universe until we have a theory that can cope with both gravity and quantum theory,and also there are other exotic situations and of course as Brian Green said,we won't understand really what space is like unless we can understand its structure and why it has the effect of transmitting gravitational forces,as it were.

Melvyn Bragg :   Don't you find it intellectually annoying though,to put it at its very slightest,that these two things can't be connected? I mean in your work,you find yourself able to do your work without any reference for one theory,without any reference at all to the other,you don't think that perhaps the other might be having some effect that you haven't,dare one say it,imagined or thought....?

Martin Reece : Well certainly we'll get a deeper insight when we have this  complete theory,but I think it's important to realise that most of science gets along on the basis of its set of concepts that don't involve all these deep mysteries.Ordinary atomic physics and chemistry and certainly biology,proceed independent of all this.So it's only some kinds of science In "In our time" on Goethe,was suggested the notion of "the sciences" as opposed to "science"-LB] which actually depend on having these new theories,but conceptually of course,these theories are crucially important,because in a sense,they would be the next step in the quest to understand the basic stuff the world is made of,that goes back to the Greeks.We have understood for at least this century,that everything is made of atoms.We now understand the structure inside those atoms,but the next step of course,is to try and unify all the forces to connect the forces that govern the micro world of atoms,these are the forces of electricity,the forces that hold atomic nuclei together,which we do understand to some extent,and to link those with the force of gravity,which is what we feel here on Earth,and that is the challenge which Brian Green is addressing.

Melvyn Bragg :   I'm coming back to Brian Green in one moment,but as I understand it,Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle is one of the most profound aspects of Quantum Mechanics.Now can you just say how it affects Quantum Mechanics and why it has no place in the work you're doing in astronomy?

Martin Reece : Oh it has a very big place in my world,because the whole nature of atoms depends crucially on the fact that atoms don't obey the ordinary billiard ball equations that Newton taught us,and to understand everything about atoms,and how they stick together to make molecules,planets and stars,we certainly need to incorporate Quantum Theory,and indeed most of 20th century science and technology depends on the fact that on the scale of atoms everything behaves in this very spooky way,as it were,where you can't say simultaneously exactly where an electron is and exactly how it's moving.

Melvyn Bragg :   I expressed myself badly because what I meant to say was that what we know about that,does that affect your work on positioning the planets for instance? [See xoom pages "Is the Solar System stable?" and "Where two worlds meet" -LB]

Martin Reece :  Well when we are talking about the gross features of the universe,the planets and the stars etcetera,then we are concerned with gravity,and Einstein's theory of gravity,is good enough for all these situations.The planets and the stars move in their courses,through space according to the laws of Einstein's theory,which in fact in these contexts aren't too different from what Newton taught us 300 years ago,
[Einstein essentially corrects for light speed,and his effects become tantamount to Newtonian under normal circumstances.This is why spacecraft can be flung round the solar system on the strength of working from Newton.People have carped to me before now that "How can science be right when Newton was wrong?" the answer is he was not wrong,he was merely not as accurate as modern methods,even if the underlying clockwork premise is in error,for the most part,his equations can still function to a degree of accuracy.
 Newton is like Ohms law,for the most part it works,because under normal circumstances what looks like a linear relation is actually a near linear part of a particular function,and within those limits a linear function closely approximates the actual one,and can be used to simplify the situation if the accuracy is not required -LB]
and because the planets are so big,the sort of jitter or fuzziness in their positions,which stems from the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle is trivially small,because the bigger an object is the more firmly localised it is.So it's only when you get down to the very small,that you have to worry about this fuzziness,or in the case of the universe,when you get back to the incredibly high densities which prevailed at the beginning when the entire universe as it were,was squeezed so small that a quantum fluctuation could shake the whole thing.
[Another way to visualise the difference between the macro and micro is the timescales involved with the type of thing that quantum particles do in semiconductors.The "quantum tunnelling" that allows a wave particle to pass through a boundary,happens in an instant.One of the lay publications explained that a human being could pass through an obstacle under the same premise,of the probability of the quantum particles making it up being on the other side of that obstacle,but it would take longer than the age of the universe in order to archive this feat.
This perhaps suggests the idea that the quantum particle doesn't quite know where it is,and by virtue of being a wave can have a probability of being one side or the other side of a barrier,whereas as large objects we are localised distinctly one side of a barrier -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   So we've reiterated what you said at the beginning that you can effectively get on with the work you're doing with one theory,and without the other.Brian Green,more than once Martin Reece has pointed us towards the big bang which.... as being both massive and tiny,supposedly they tell us containing all matter in the universe yet compressed into something incredibly small.Is it calculations in this field that are the driving force behind the quest for the Grand Unified Theory?

Brian Green : Certainly. The deepest questions that a unified theory such as String Theory faces is trying to describe extreme realms of the universe where you need both the laws of gravity and the laws of Quantum Theory,and those are realms that are huge and heavy,but also tiny from the point of view of size,so the big bang when everything in the universe was crushed together to incredibly small size,it's heavy but it's small.Black holes;another realm where a lot of material is crushed to incredibly small size,again it's very massive but very tiny. Those are the realms where these unified theories come into play,because you need the ideas of both Quantum Theory and gravity,namely General Relativity.

Melvyn Bragg :   So what do you know about the big bang in terms of that would make sense to me and I hope to the people listening,that gives you hope that these two theories will come together.You've described in general terms,what more particularly?

Brian Green : Well the big bang is an area of very active research today,and String Theory by no means has resolved  many of the puzzles surrounding the big bang.But black holes,the other example I gave perhaps better illustrates some of the power of these ideas.Because in the last few years,String Theory has been able to resolve an idea that was initially put forward by Stephen Hawking in the 1970s,having to do with black holes.
 [As a matter of extremely tenuous coincidence showing just how far fetched coincidence can be,whilst writing "Steve Hawking in this doc,the TV quiz show asked which two characters spoke of "ships and sealing wax",which of course was the Walrus and the Carpenter.Why a coincidence? Well,in the quark.html doc mentioned above Steve Hawking appears alongside Lewis Carroll's "Alice".If you look far enough or be tenuous enough,you can make anything look coincidental -LB]

He discovered an interesting fact,black holes it turns out embody a certain amount of disorder,or the more technical term is "entropy".But nobody could figure out where the disorder in a black hole came from.Finally String Theory using the new ideas of the last few years has been able to very accurately describe where the disorder in a black hole is and came out with a numerical answer that agrees exactly with what Stephen Hawking had predicted.So it's a very powerful confirmation that these ideas are making contact with real physics.

Melvyn Bragg :   Could you tell us...? Is it possible,to tell us,I mean some things aren't possible to say in a conversation [Like the instinctual and intuitive understanding of such ideas that comes from being mathematically familiar with them,Xn +Yn =Zn doesn't exactly roll off the tongue,nor does it convey much information to the unitiated -LB],but is it possible to tell us what String Theory is?

[This like as not is going to sound farcical -LB]

Brian Green :  Sure,I think the basic idea of String Theory can be described quickly in a nutshell [Not a Quantum Nutshell I hope! (see "Quantum seeing in the Dark" @xoom) -LB],as Martin Reece was saying.We have for thousands of years asked a simple question "What is the stuff of the universe made of?"
[So people were asking this question prior to Adam and Eve then? That's quite astute of non-existent beings! -LB],namely if you take any piece of material wood,iron,anything,slice it in half,slice that piece in half again and keep on cutting,what's the smallest ingredient that you'll come upon,and indeed in our century we've learned about atoms,but we know atoms are not the end of the line,because they are made of smaller things,they can be split they have little electrons that swarm around a central nucleus,and it can be split because the nucleus itself has neutrons and protons,and they're not the end of the line either,it's somewhat like a sequence of Russian Dolls,
 [In another bizarre tenuous coincidence that would be farcical,had I not been talking about the nature of such events online,I recently watched "The Fourth Protocol" which used a a set of Russian Dolls to smuggle the actuator for a nuclear bomb into the UK.Are the odds good that at some time in my life Russian Dolls would appear as a motif in a nuclear context twice within the same week? Anyone who thinks there is any significance to this should read "Innumeracy" by John Allen Paulos -LB]

inside neutrons and protons are smaller particles.Discovered in the late 60s,known as "quarks".What String Theory does ,it comes along and says there's one more layer of structure,deep inside an electron,deep inside a quark,deep inside any particle in fact is a little tiny loop of energy,it's a little filament of energy,vibrating to and fro,and the key idea is that just like the string on a cello or a violin can vibrate in different patterns which out ears sense as different musical notes,the little strings in String Theory,also can vibrate in different patterns,but we don't hear them as different notes,rather we see them as the different particles in the world around us.So using the metaphor an electron is a string vibrating like A sharp or a quark is like a string vibrating as a C flat or something of that sort.So that is the way in which,we can think of all the rich material in the world around us,being generated from one fundamental vibrating ingredient.

Melvyn Bragg :  How do you see,know,understand,how do you get your...? I mean I'm..... hands on that one vital ingredient...can you see it? Or is it just....is it an imaginary...an act of imagination?

Brian Green :   At the moment it's an act of theorising,so it's imagination but bolstered by the quantitative ideas that we're able to develop surrounding the idea.
[It's that bolstering that makes scientific processes more pertinent and powerful than any other means of relation to the world.Everything else doesn't back itself up with proof.Science does,and that's what  separates it from every other sphere of activity or so -called "belief system".Science is not just "another way of understanding the world" that you take or leave according to taste and preference -LB]
But the reason we can't see it yet,is because the strings are really tiny,so just to give you a sense,their about well numerically a billionth of a billionth of the size of an atom,so they're tiny but an analogy I think gets the idea across better. If you were to take say a single atom and magnify it to be as big as the entire known universe then the little string in String Theory would magnify roughly to the size of an average building of maybe ten stories.So a ten story building is to the entire universe as a little string is to an atom.So that's why they're so difficult to see directly,because it's way beyond our technology to see something that small.

[At that size are they smaller than the Planck Length? If so,how so? At that size compared to musical notes,they would be in an octave several million piano keyboards worth beyond the top octave,so even Mantovani would have trouble reproducing the String section! -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   But you're absolutely sure they're there are you?! (Mel giggles)

Brian Green :   Absolutely sure? Certainly not.We won't be absolutely certain until there's experimental proof of these ideas.

[Even then all one can say is that a good model has been made which accurately predicts what is observed.Much as actual atoms can be observed with scanning tunnelling microscopes and even moved around one at a time the conceptualisation of what they actually are and what their actual nature is,is in essence different from what our conceptual model might be.But since we only have that model to call "reality",there is really nothing to compare it with to find it wanting,other than experimental observation.Black holes will exist when a thing that functions within the limits set for it by the models operates in compliance with those models.We can't really know though that because a model is accurate that this is what the real thing is actually doing.Fractals produce very good lifelike images as do affine transformations of ferns,and L-systems of plants,but this does not mean that the real world phenomena functions in the same way.In essence it cannot since it is made of different stuff peculiar to itself ie matter/energy,and the model is not made of this stuff.Having said that ,if something produces a facsimile it begs the question as to whether it shares some capacity with the real object that it models.With fractals,L-systems,or affine transformations,it maybe self similarity at different scales or branching.Indeed it is because of these commanalities that the two things look identical.So the model is likely to tell us something of the real world object,whether or not the real thing is exactly the same as the model -LB]

But the last 10-15 years have convinced us that this theory can solve problems that could not be addressed in any other method,and just going back to the somewhat philosophical side,I think each of us,I think has a gut [I'll overlook the pun on GUT ! -LB] sense that the universe cannot really be described by a patchwork of two good theories each of which is incompatible with the other.The universe exists,its a single place so it it should be a single consistent theory describing it all,and that's really what's driven us to try to construct that unified theory.

[This seems to me a bit like the idea of symmetry,there is a presumption that a single theory can describe the whole universe and that it should,and that there is a a complementary nature in matter/antimatter,and that in some way for every X there is a -X,but we know that there is a preponderance of matter,since matter cancels antimatter,and we wouldn't be here if they existed equally.Likewise there is a left sidedness to fundamental particles,and it seems to me that these kind of assumptions are based more on human aesthetics than they are hard science.Similarly the conceptual notion of a string maybe based more on our experience of macro vibrating objects,which are due to quantum actions than they are any real measure of what is actually happening.
Fundamentally such objects create every object that we see including vibrating systems,and trying to explain an object in terms of a phenomena it gives rise to,seems like chasing one's own tail.We're using macro level ideas to explain the micro,when presumably as Mel says the micro gives rise to the macro.It seems reasonable to suggest then,that any ideas existing at the macro,fundamentally do not apply to the micro,since it is that level which causes what we see at the macro level of experience -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :   Martin Reece,Einstein tried to solve this puzzle didn't he? Why did he not succeed?

Martin Reece : Well Einstein was really trying to do it prematurely [He suffered from premature calculation -LB],he didn't know enough about all the forces that need to be incorporated,so his efforts were doomed to failure,but he,obviously was striving for what Brian Greens's colleagues are still striving for,and I think the interesting question is "What are the prospects of succeeding?" .Because first of all,as Brian Green said,the scale of these strings is far far smaller than we can directly measure,and also they involved very,very complicated geometry,not just three dimensions,but 10 or 11 dimensions,and so first of all they involve mathematics which for the first time is challenging mathematicians.I mean Einstein used maths that was on the shelf already from the 19th century,so did the pioneers of Quantum Theory,but the mathematics need for Superstring Theory is still challenging mathematicians who have got to learn more mathematics.It's the first time in science we've needed more mathematics to make a scientific breakthrough,but the other point is.....

Melvyn Bragg :  Really,the first time ever?

Martin Reece :  Well,maybe not quite the first time,but if we think of the great advances in science they've normally used maths to pukka mathematicians is fairly old fashioned and standard,whereas that's certainly not the case for what they're thinking about in superstrings.But the other issue,really,how will we test it's right? Because we can't directly probe these strings.We will hope that one can understand well enough the theory that you can actually calculate something about ordinary atoms,ordinary electrons etcetera and the ordinary forces, which we can perhaps test,and just to highlight the limitations of present knowledge of the microworld we know they are atoms and electrons,etcetera,we know about different forces,but we don't know why they have those particular strengths,we don't know why an electron weighs 1800 times less than a proton,and things like that,and if this Superstring Theory succeeded in explaining some numbers that we can't yet predict,then of course it would gain credibility,so we don't actually have to observe this tiny scale,we need to be able to calculate from it something we can directly observe,so that it gives a number which we can compare with observation,

[This is what I mean by including intellectual enquiry as a sense that can show aspects of the reality of the world -LB]

and then there's another thing which interests me very much in a more philosophical way,and this relates to my book "Just Six Numbers",which addresses the apparent special nature of the laws in our universe,and the question there,I would like to know what Brian Green thinks about this,is whether this ultimate theory will lead to a unique set of laws of nature,in our low energy world,or could it be that a big bang cooled down and ended up with a quite different physics,different numbers of dimensions,different kinds of atoms in it etcetera,because if that's the case,it will mean that we can think of our universe in a different context and in a sense cosmology would become rather like biology,in the sense that we won't be able to explain directly the physics we see,because some sort of historical accident of how our particular big bang behaved,and so I think it's very interesting to know whether we will ever have this theory worked out enough,whether our brains can cope with the mathematics and also what consequences it will have.

[It would also put paid to the idea that somehow our universe is "special" and was made for our benefit.The anthrophic principle shows that we are only here to witness the universe because it gave rise to life.We cannot know if any other conditions favour life,because had other parameters not favoured life,but created a universe,no one would be there to tell.It maybe possible to tell though,whether universes could exist as Martin suggests,with different parameters,and if so,then this one is not unique in it's present condition,and thus,we would be deciding how much freedom any posited God had in setting the parameters.The farcical nature of such a concept aside,it is an indication of mankind's power that he can dictate to a God how much freedom such an entity had in (hypothetically) creating a universe.This is circumstantial evidence of the farcical nature of the postulation of such an entity -LB]

Brian Green :   Well I hope that String Theory ultimately will give a unique prediction for how our universe is and that prediction actually agrees with what we see in the world around us,because as you say,there are a bunch of numbers that people have measured fastidiously over many years,some of which you've mentioned,the mass of the electron,the mass of quarks,the strengths of the forces and so forth,but nobody can explain the numbers that the experimenters get,and it's not just a question of idle philosophising,because it runs out that if those numbers had been even a little bit different,a few percent different,the universe as we know it would not exist,it would go away.

[It's arguments like that that are used to posit a creator,as to is the one about "How come all the planets are so perfectly placed and stay in some beautiful harmony with each other? Only a designer could have done this with such accuracy".Not so,resonance (Another musical analogy-The Harmony of the Spheres) keeps them where they are,and they are not so perfect (See "Is the solar system stable?" at Xoom).The anthropic principle explains the apparent close parameter selection for the fundamental constants.If they were anything else and a universe failed to form,or failed to form life,then no one would be here to say,"Hey look how accurate the universe is".It's almost inevitable that the constants should be as they are.It is not so unlikely that a creator needs to be posited,and even if one were,it would be farcical,since it would be required to choose from amongst infinite selections precisely those that made a functioning universe,presuming that only a few variations are allowed,although this isn't beyond omnipotent beings in principle,it's laughable to suggest that a being similar in nature to ourselves preexisted and went through this process.Philosophically one is forced to ask where the components came from to build a being like this and it what realm it inhabits and what the fundamental constants are constraining that realm,and who picked those.It does nothing for the chicken-egg paradox,and is thus unfulfilling as an explanation,negating the childlike naivety of its conception.Resorting to a human-esque character as the source of such acts,fails to comprehend Nature's inherent capacity to produce astounding feats of apparent creation and alignment of her own volition.No outside influence is necessary and is thus therefore moot by Occam's razor -LB]
 
Stars,for instance,rely on nuclear processes,which themselves require delicate interrelations between these numbers,these particle masses and so forth,and if you change those numbers the nuclear processes go away,stars don't light up,and without stars the universe is just a very different place.So I think perhaps the deepest question that science faces is "Why is that those numbers have just the right values to allow stars to exist and planets to form,and at least on one planet life to actually exist?".

[By analogy if we were to have various weight people walking across bridges over chasms,and all but one fell to their deaths,and we asked why did that person get across,it is obvious that he is not a "chosen" person who was "created" to cross a bridge and is in some way "divinely selected" to be capable of crossing,but is merely sufficiently light to not put to great a strain on the bridge.Because a relationship exists,that person has thus been chosen by the relationship of his weight to the bridges strength,and no outside choosing is going on.There is no need to look for an omnipotent saviour. What Brian is asking is "Why is it a man of 100kg that is the limiting load?" "What's so special about 100kg?" or "Why cannot the bridge support any more than 100kg?".
 If a coin is balanced on its edge and we say "A small part in either direction and it would fall over" we don't go looking for a spooky person who is holding the coin upright,and neither do we if we threw a million coins up in the air and one happened to settle on its edge,we know that by chance an unlikely event can happen given enough chances,but in principle it could happen first time.
 Thus many universes could co- exist,or have existed in the past or this universe could have been through myriad stages and only the current circumstances look special to us.Put alongside a series of failures,we just look like a possibility that happened to work,just like a coin on it's edge.Unlikeliness is not a means to positing a creator any more than it is with DNA by saying that its like a jumbo jet being assembled by a tornado through a scrapyard.Both of these premises have a fundamental misunderstanding of Nature,and in particular "chance".Psychologists have shown that those predisposed to the paranormal and mythical views have a poor understanding of chance and uncertainty.Never more so was it the case,than in this scenario -LB]

So we hope that String Theory will come to a unique answer but we don't know as yet.We don't know enough about the theory to know if it will do that.

Martin Reece :   Yes.

Melvyn Bragg :  In passing,Martin mentioned working in more than 3 dimensions,Einstein suggested time as a 4th dimension,but you're up to 9,10,11 dimensions.I just cannot....I mean I 've got no purchase on that.Can you try to give us some idea of what you are talking about there?

Brian Green :  Sure.One remarkable feature of String Theory is that it only seems to make sense, internal consistency of the theory seems to demand that the universe have at least 6,and probably 7 more space dimensions than  we are directly aware of,so first of all what does that mean.Well we all live in a universe where we freely move through 3 dimensions all the time,left-right,back-forth,up-down [Whose time,if it's relative? -LB].Three independent directions,include time as you mentioned that takes you to 4.

[In New Scientist's "Timeless" (16th Oct99  www.newscientist.com select archives)article,this taken for granted notion is questioned and the Platonia concept investigated -LB]

We're saying there are 6 more,probably 7 more space dimensions beyond the one's that we know about.How do you think of that? Well,I think an analogy helps to get the idea across.If you imagine in your mind's eye,say a big long piece of a garden hose that you stretch out between two posts and a field,and you walk maybe half a mile away from that garden hose,and you look back on it,well it's going to look like a one dimensional line,because you can't actually see the thickness of the garden hose,from a distant vantage point.So if a little ant [Another coincidence,I've just uploaded the Langton's ant material to Xoom,am I having excess coincidences or just a normal level of association between things that might be conceivably related? -LB]
were living it's life on the hose,you'd say, "Well it can move in the left-right dimension,but that's it.Only one direction in which it can move,on the surface of the hose.But then if you take a pair of binoculars for example,you zoom [I uploaded to Xoom coincidence or just superficial correspondence?  An Ant and Zoom in the same sentence,bizarre? Or just possible to happen? -LB] in on the garden hose,you now see that it has thickness,you now see in fact there's a second dimension,a dimension that's curled around the surface of the garden hose.So the little ant can not only walk in the left-right direction,it can also move counter clockwise or clockwise,a new direction that you only know about,if you can zoom in and really magnify the object that you're looking at.Well we think the universe maybe very similar to that.[In "Random Reality" is a view that explains the 3-1 dimensionality and makes the universe spring out of nowhere,not requiring any creative acts and explains the collapse of the wave function,and our sense of "now", t'boot.Being based on Godel's Incompleteness Theorem (see Xoom -"Logical Limits"),it makes a hell of a lot of sense to me -LB].
There are three big obvious space dimensions,like the unfurled extent of the garden hose,but there maybe others,perhaps 7 more curled up dimensions,like the circular girth of the garden hose,but we think that perhaps they're so tiny,that as yet,nobody as the equipment necessary to magnify them to a scale that we can actually see,and that's how we make sense of this rather strange,prediction that there are more dimensions than meet the eye.

Melvyn Bragg : Why do you choose 7 and why are they significant?

Brian Green :   Well,when you study the mathematics of String Theory,it turns out that there are equations that demand that particular number.Basically there's roughly an equation that says "Unless there's 7 more dimensions this theory falls apart". So we pick that number in order that the theory makes sense,and then we go forward and see what else it has to say about the universe.

Melvyn Bragg :  Is this entirely speculative,imaginative? I mean what empirical evidence is being brought to bear on this at all? Is this just  mathematicians having fun [Mike Oldfield might call it "Mathematicians Air Display".Perhaps hot air is coming from his GUT? -LB]? Is this angels dancing on the head of a needle?

Brian Green :   I don't think so,I don't think it's angels dancing on the head of a pin,because we do believe that General Relativity describes gravity,because experiments have shown it.We do believe that Quantum Mechanics describes the microscopic realm,because experiments have shown that.We also feel that there should be one theory that puts them together in a consistent package,and String Theory is a theory which does that. So their is experimental support for the two underlying structures of the theory,and then we have to see what that union,that consistent union tells us,and one strange fact is it seems it tells us that there are more dimensions.Let me just add to that,there is an experiment that's going to be carried out in the next couple of years,in the US,at Stanford University and in Colorado,where experimenters are going to try to search for signatures of the extra dimensions by very,very accurate measurements of gravity on tiny sub millimetre scales [See Front8.wri].So it's a long shot experiment,but it's possible that,with those experiments they will get indirect evidence for the existence of these extra dimensions,and if those experiments are positive,I think it's going to be one of the most dramatic discoveries of all time.

Melvyn Bragg : Why? Martin Reece,why do you think that will be one of the most dramatic discoveries of all time?

Martin Reece : Well it'll certainly,if it works,be telling us something new about the fundamental nature of space and time,and being at least a step towards unification,it will indicate that Brian Green's theory is on the right lines,and of course,that will increase the chance that we will one day,this century perhaps,have this theory that will explain the basic forces of nature.But I think it's very important,for physicists when   they talk about this to emphasise that this is just one branch of physics,and physics is just one science [Echoing the "sciences" over "science" view -LB],and I think we have to be modest and realise that for most of the rest of science,this theory is going to be entirely irrelevant,and let me give an analogy here.My favourite analogy is with a game of chess [Yet another coincidence,whilst looking at the "Random Reality" article I also DLed "Game of Life" which features a biocomputers solution of a Chess problem,using RNA -LB].If you imagine watching people playing chess,then eventually you could figure out what the rules were [I also recently used this analogy,whilst deliberating one whether the universe is an horrendously complicated algorithm,or truly free."Random Reality" suggests the latter - LB],but of course what makes chess interesting,is not the rules,but the enormous complications that they allow in the play,and what we are doing in physics,is to try to understand the basic rules that govern nature.But just as in chess,simple rules 64 squares on the board,6 types of pieces allows immense complication,so when we've got these rules playing out in our vast cosmos,then of course what they allow is all the complexity of the everyday world and the astronomical world and all the complexity,and so it is that which is the unending quest for science,and another way to put this is that in the case of science,we can highlight the frontiers,the very big,the very small,and the very complicated.
[Which is why Roger Penrose wrote "The large,the small,and the human mind" -LB]
What we're trying to do is to unify the very big and the very small,that's what Superstring theory may do,but the greatest frontier of all,which most of science is concerned with is the very complicated and that is,the unending challenge of science.

Melvyn Bragg :  And you don't think String Theory will necessarily address that?

Martin Reece : Well  I think it won't be relevant to that because if you're a biologist,or a chemist,you don't really care about what's happening inside an atom,and you care still less about about what's happening on scales a billion billion times smaller than an atom,and so it deepens our insight,it's of great philosophical importance, to all of science but,I think Brian Green would agree,that to the practitioners of most sciences,it's of philosophical interest,but it doesn't affect the work they do,because we can't actually do a calculation from this level for a single atom.Certainly not for anything complicated.

Melvyn Bragg : But to come back to where we started,Brian Green,the Grand Unified Theory,the theory of everything,there's an expectation in those very phrases,that it'll be "Shazam Boom",all will be solved and the big bang will be solved and by having a theory of everything,by uniting these two theories,we will know in a fundamental way which will permeate everything else that we know....

Martin Reece : It's an unfortunate name in my opinion.

Melvyn Bragg :  ...well,but do you think that that's so.

Brian Green : Well I think that as we discussed before,that string theory may well one day give us an explanation for the big bang,how the universe began,and how it evolved from its state way back then,maybe 15 billion years ago,to the form we witness on a dark starry night.But it's certainly the case as well,that we are limited in our ability to go from the fundamental rules as Martin Reece was saying,to understand the most complex things around us.The brain for instance,psychology,I don't think anyone's going to understand depression,from the point of view of String Theory,but we will understand other more simple questions,such as,how the universe began,how a black hole exists,what it's like to be at the centre of a black hole.Those it turns out are far simpler questions than understanding a question like depression.because we're talking about the fundamental structure of our universe,and that I think is a compelling kind of question to try to address.

Melvyn Bragg :  Mind you,I mean...I'm treading very,very carefully here with you two,but it is as....been proved true again and again over the last few hundred years that you don't know what the outcome of these discoveries are,I mean Newton's laws of motion led to things that he could not have imagined,and so on.

Brian Green : Yes,absolutely,one always has to bear in mind that discoveries which seem abstract and esoteric today,can sometimes have important implications for things in the future,so could well be the case with String Theory as well.
[Which is why Blue Skies research is so important and the narrow and shortsighted view of only investigating those areas that seem like they may materially pay off is self-defeating -LB]

Melvyn Bragg :  Thankyou very much Brian Green,excellent book,"The Elegant Universe",Martin Reece excellent book,"Just Six Numbers",and thankyou very much for listening.

